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B
ehind a plain storefront at the fashionable end of Fourth Avenue sits Anchorage's

version of the History Channel's "The Story of the Gun," complete with an ever-

changing inventory of exhibits. Unlike the TV series or artifacts in a museum, here

you can handle the eclectic collection, and if sufficiently enthralled and you have a check-

ing account that'll take the hit, you can walk out with the object of your affection.

Upon entering the Antique Gallery you're transported into
another world. The front portion of the shop holds paintings,
sculptures, ceramics, clocks and watches, needlepoint, and so
much etcetera a person could be overwhelmed. However, if
your goal is to explore the world of firearms, head straight to
the back of the shop. There you'll find the Theodore Roosevelt
Room and a dynamic miscellany of historic guns, among many
other things.

Historic martial and sporting paraphernalia fill the room. To
the left and right are Wild West items including single-action six-
shooters and holsters. Just ahead are
Victorian suits of armor, military uni-
forms from the Civil War and signal can-
nons used to send messages between sail-
ing ships before the age of radio.

Wandering in a bit farther, there's a
small island of glass display cases guard-
ed by the suits of armor, and circling it,
you're confronted by a complete, 18th-
century Japanese Samurai battle suit.
Down one wall of the shop is a row of
Winchesters, with enough lever action
rifles to outfit a posse.

Toward the back is an alcove contain-

ing African items ranging from spears
and tribal masks to Cape buffalo heads
and a huge pair of replica elephant tusks,
as well as a couple of casually placed pith
helmets.

In another nook there are shotguns and
bolt-action rifles, more glass display cases and a rack holding an
ancient crossbow and a couple of Revolutionary war muskets.
The display table here holds some antique duck decoys and
there's a cluster of blunderbusses stacked in a corner.

Down the center of the room, a long table displays an assort-
ment of glass decanters, waterfowl decoys, pewter mugs and
tankards. Overseeing all of this is a collection of African game
mounts arrayed along the walls.

This amazing place has been put together and kept in a state
of constant change by Walter Earl. Because Earl doesn't adver-
tise, the shop is a well-kept secret, but he nonetheless buys and
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sells to locals and customers all over the world. If there's an

"average" customer for the Roosevelt Room, it's someone who
is a world traveler, knowledgeable in antiques, and who has the
resources to indulge in high-end collectibles. Prominent past cus-
tomers include Jack Nicholson, Tom Selleck and Steven Segal.

Earl started in the antiques trade more than 40 years ago in
Grand Rapids, Mich., by literally following in his father's foot-
steps. He traveled with his father to antique shows and acquired
a taste for the business early on. He established his Anchorage
store about 17 years ago and nurtures it by attending some 35

shows a year, buying and selling antiques
of all sorts. He looks over pieces from
collections and estate sales, establishing
value based on years of experience in the
trade. This alone is reason to marvel as

you look around the shop at the tremen-
dous variety of items.

"This is a pretty interesting shop, since
we have all sorts of things, from French
fashion dolls to double rifles," Earl said.

Speaking of double rifles, the
Roosevelt Room recently contained a
.450 Nitro-Express-caliber Rigby and a
.577 Nitro-caliber Webley and Scott.
Unlike the relatively common double-
barreled shotguns, double rifles are a
very specialized item. There are a hand-
ful of makers of these "London Best"

guns, and the craftsmanship, materials,
and engraving on these articles are

unparalleled. In his book "Good Guns," author Stephen Bodio
wrote that a Best gun fits, "to the precision of one particle of
smoke, (and) will not close if a cigarette paper is inserted
between its faces."

The quality of these firearms is reflected in the prices-the
Rigby was listed at $34,000 and the Webley at $28,000. And
it's a good bet they've already been sold-there's an active mar-
ket for these firearms and Earl received a couple of serious
inquiries within a week of acquiring them.

These are not the sort of guns you'd want to take to the top
of a Chugach peak on a sheep hunt, but their significant weight

For$6,800,you can own this hammered-
steel Victorian suit of armor from the
18505.
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would be comforting should you head
into the African bush after a Cape buffa-
lo. That's the sort of job they were made
for; providing two very quick shots with
very big bullets and a minimum of
mechanical fuss; reliable when your life
depends on it.

Alongside the martial implements are
curiosities such as knives that incorpo-
rate flintlock guns in their handles, an
ancient powder tester mounted on a pis-
tol frame and a "fit gun," an adjustable,
double-barreled piece used to custom-fit
a gun to an individual. The stock can be
angled slightly left and right, and the
barrels tilted slightly up and down so
that the gun you buy shoots where you
point it. Charlie Baker was minding the
store during one of my visits, and with a
quick look at my physical dimensions he
made a couple of slight changes to the
gun's settings. He instructed me to close
my eyes and bring the gun to my shoul-
der, then open my eyes. I was sighting
down the center of the barrels, with the
front bead pointing right were I was
looking. It was as if the gun was made
for me which, in a sense, it had been.

Elsewhere in the shop, the sheer variety
of antique weapons is impressive. On a
recent day the inventory included a
wheel-lock musket from the 1620s, a
quillon hand cannon from the early
1500s, flintlock muskets and pistols,
black powder shotguns and bolt-action
Springfield rifles. Things come and go on
a daily basis, so it's the sort of place you
can enjoy repeatedly, never knowing
what has come in since your last visit.

TOM REALE is a free-lance writer based

in Anchorage.
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Recycle for the
2002 World Championship

Sled Dog Race!

Pa"Ws to Recycle
for Rondy

Bringyour aluminum cans to the
Anchorage Recycling Center

6767 Rosewood Street (off Dowling)
(~) Smurfit-Stone

Look for the
"Paws to Recycle"

logo on our bin

This ad is provided by
ANCHORAGE MEDIA GROUP
- THE LIVE VOICE OF FUR RONDY -

Each day of the race AM 590 KHAR
live on todayinak.com

FUR RENDEVOUZ HEADQUARTERS
400 D Street, Suite 200 . 274-1177
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